The Overfill Gauge—Type PO

**What it is:**
Top mounted pop up gauge that can measure from 6 inches to 76 inches in Length. Bushing size can be 2", 1.5" or .75". Gauges are custom made in house to fit your application. Most Overfill Alert Gauges are between 6 inches and 12 inches. They are designed to pop up at a specific level (usually 90 percent) and warn you that the tank is almost full. Provides visual overfill warning.

**Additional Options:**
Audible Alarm Accessory: This add on feature can turn your mechanical gauge into an audible Hi or Lo level alarm.

Gauge Guard: A cover that protects the exposed plastic components on top of the gauge.

**Material Choices and Limitations:**
Standard choices are listed on picture to the left.

Some options such as stainless rods, stainless floats, and plastic rods will limit the sizes available.

**Replacement Parts**
PO-Kit- Repair Kit includes everything above the bushing. Including the glass calibration, PVC locking nut, and Viton gaskets.

**Part Number**
PO-(size opening)-(overfill warning level)-(list options)
Sample—PO-2-8